
SWSTAR-KIT-MINI

SWSTAR-GTI

Star Adventurer GTI WIFI Mount

Star Adventurer MINI Pro Pack

RRP

$1,249.99

RRP

$1,199.99

RRP

$349.99

RRP

$424.99

RRP

$499.00

STAR ADVENTURER MOUNTS
Star Adventurer Pro 2i Pack

Camera not 
included

GOTOSYNSCAN
Wi-Fi

BUILT-IN

Wi-Fi
BUILT-IN

SWSTAR-PRO2I 

RRP

$699.00

Wi-Fi
BUILT-IN

Wi-Fi
BUILT-IN

15x70 Astro Binoculars

Solar Filters

SW1570

` 15x Magnifiaction 
Porro Prism 
binoculars

` Suitable for both 
astronomy and 
terrestrial use.

RRP

$174.99

Variety Of Solar Filters:
Maksutov, Newtonian, 
Refractors 
sizes: 90mm,      
102mm,127mm, 
150mm, 180mm. $24.99

RRP From

EDUCATIONAL TELESCOPE KITS

RRP

$99.00

RRP

$189.00

NEWTONY 50 - Newtonian Kit

phone not 
included

phone not 
included

 ` Great for learning - see how Newtonians and 
Maksutovs work inside with removable side panel

 ` Take great photos of the stars with included
smartphone adapter

 ` Compact and portable with high quality glass optics
 ` Includes: extra eyepiece, adjustable compact tripod,
plus smartphone adapter.

MAKSY 60 - Maksutov Kit

ACDM60ACDN50

Travel 70mm Portable Telescope

SW704TRAVEL
Includes  
travel backpack

 ` 70mm refractor telescope with fully coated glass optics 
and a lightweight frame

 ` Accessories Included: 
Two eyepieces (20mm and 10mm), 45° erect image 
diagonal and 5x24 finderscope.

RRP

$199.00

YEAR 
WARRANTY

SKY-WATCHER 5 Year Warranty Find Us! KNOWLEDGE BASE
Your Sky-Watcher product 
is warranted to be free of 
defects in materials and 
workmanship for five years 
after the date of purchase. 
Proof of local purchase such 
as a receipt is necessary.
Warranties are not 
transferable.

Scan the QR code for useful 
information in our Knowledge Base:
- Product manuals & software 
- Sky-Watcher technologies
- Glossary 
- FAQ
- Media Gallery.

For more information visit 
our website

skywatcheraustralia.com.
au/warranty/

skywatcheraustralia.com.auAustralia

Sir Isaac Newton
Inventor of the reflecting 
telescope

- Consists of 3 different-sized eye pieces
- 7mm (1.25”), 15mm (1.25”) & 23mm (2”)
- Suitable for low-light panoramic 
viewing
- Ultra-wide 82° angle field-of-view 
- Long, comfortable eye relief
- Soft, rubber eyecups
- Comes with storage case.

Ultra-Wide 82° Eyepiece Kit

SWA-EPKIT3

RRP

$899.99

AZ-Go2 Explorer

RRP

$749.99

102/500 AZ-Go2 Refractor

SW1025-AZGO2

SYNSCAN APP
Control Your Sky-Watcher Mount Via WiFi. Many 
Sky-Watcher telescopes and mounts can be controlled 
via WiFi using either a built-in or optional WiFi 
Adapter. The WiFi module creates its own wireless 
network that connects to your phone, tablet or PC.

Wi-Fi

Unlock the Universe with Synscan GOTO! Dive into a treasure trove of 42,000 celestial 
objects as you effortlessly control your Sky-Watcher AZ-Go2 mount via WiFi. Integrated 
WiFi crafts its very own cosmic communication channel, seamlessly linking to your 
phone, tablet, or PC.

RRP

$549.99

SW114P-AZGO2

114/450 AZ-Go2 Newtonian

RRP

$1099.99

127 AZ-Go2 Maksutov-Cassegrain
SW127MAK-AZGO2

GOTOSYNSCAN

Wi-Fi

RRP

$799.99

SW102MAK-AZGO2

102 AZ-Go2 Maksutov-Cassegrain

SW809-AZGO2

80/900 AZ-Go2 Refractor
SW130P-AZGO2

130/650 AZ-Go2 Newtonian

RRP

$599.99

RRP

$449.99KEY FEATURES (ALL MODELS)
 ` User level: beginner – 

intermediate
` WiFi Controlled (iOS & Android)
` Includes smartphone adapter
` High quality optics
` Red dot finderscope
` Sidereal, lunar & solar tracking
 ` Auto-tracking Alt-azimuth mount.

SW709-AZGO2

70/900 AZ-Go2 Refractor

Ideal for 
Beginners

RRP

$699.99

TELESCOPE GUIDE
AUSTRALIAN

ACCESSORIESASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES
114/900 EQ1 Reflector

BUYING YOUR FIRST TELESCOPE

Precise polar alignment for pinpoint stars astrophotography.
The Star Adventurer Astro package is an ultra-portable 
equatorial mount kit ideal for small telescopes or for 
astrophotography with camera lenses up to 200-300mm in 
focal length. It fits on most astronomical, photo, or video 
tripods via its ¼” and ⅜” adapter.

The Star Adventurer 
GTi can be set up in 
various configurations, 
perfect for your 
astrophotography 
needs. It is a high 
precision GOTO 
mount with a stable 
astrophotography 
bracket.

The portable size means that 
the Sky-Watcher 130/1000 
EQ2 reflector telescope is easy 
to transport to your favourite 
viewing locations.

With an aperture of 150mm, this telescope 
permits exploration of fine planetary 
details and amazing observations of the 
rings of Saturn, features on Mars, the 
tangled atmosphere of Jupiter and the 
phases of Venus. 

Perfect telescope for the beginning 
amateur astronomer. With maximum 
practical magnification of 224x, 
this telescope will reveal details in 
Saturn’s rings, Jupiter’s bands, the 
Martian polar ice caps, and the phases 
of Venus and the moon.

SAM (Star Adventurer Mini) 
is a high-precision, portable 
and stable tracking 
platform for sidereal, 
solar and lunar tracking 
with automatic DSLR 
shutter release control. It 
is small and light enough 
to easily fit into a camera 
bag or backpack, making 
it an ideal mount for the 
photographer on the move.

SW1149EQ1 SW1301EQ2 SW15075EQ3

skywatcheraustralia.com.auAustralia

130/1000 EQ2 Reflector 150/750 EQ3 Reflector



130mm (5”) Heritage Collapsible Dobsonian76mm (3”) Heritage Solid Tube Dobsonian

102/500 AZ3 Refractor 120/600 AZ3 Refractor

RRP

$399.99
The perfect size to fit on your 
table! Large enough to view night 
sky objects such as the Moon, 
planets, and bright nebulas 
and star clusters, yet compact 
enough to sit on a desk or store 
in a cupboard.

 ` User level, beginner
 ` Easy to handle
 ` Ideal beginner telescope
 ` Easily handled by kids
 ` Lightweight and super easy to 
transport

 ` No disassembly required between use.

SWDOB76

SW1025AZ3

SW102MAK-AZGTI

SW1206AZ3

SWDOB130
RRP

$174.99

RRP

$699.99
RRP

$949.99

Unlike astronomical telescopes, these 
models are equipped with accessories 
that straighten an image so it is both 
the right way up and the right way 
round. Perfect for viewing land objects 
and horizons.

LAND & NATURE
VIEWING

 ` Suitable for astrophotography
 ` Multi-coated achromatic objective lens
 ` Pre-assembled tripod for convenient and 
quick assembly

 ` AZ3 mount for astronomy & terrestrial.

RRP

$1,549.99
RRP

$999.99

RRP

$1,149.99

SW127MAK-AZGTI

Control Your Sky-Watcher mount 
via WiFi. The AZ-GTi mount can be 
controlled via WiFi using a wireless 
network that connects to your 
phone, tablet or PC.

SW130P-AZGTI

FINDFREEDOM

70/700 AZ2 Refractor60/700 AZ2 Refractor

SW707AZ2

Ideal for 
Beginners

Ideal for 
Beginners

Ideal for 
Beginners

RRP

$224.99

RRP

$174.99

RRP

$474.99

SW909AZ3

RRP

$1,299.99
RRP

$899.99

RRP

$9.99

SWDOB250 SWDOB200

SW607AZ2

90/900 AZ3 Refractor

 ` Perfect for beginners
 ` Suitable for both astronomy 
and terrestrial use

 ` Lightweight and easy to use
 ` Quick set up time
 ` Great resolution of the Moon 
and planets.

LAND & NATURE
VIEWING

 ` User level: intermediate - professional 
 ` Amazing light-gathering power 
 ` Collapsible transportable Dobsonian 
 ` Magnificent views of the moon, comets, 
planets, stars, galaxies, nebulae

 ` Ultra thin secondary mirror supports
 ` Easy collimation

Designed with your convenience in mind. Simply 
loosen three locking screws and your telescope 
will collapse into a manageable size.

 ` User level: beginner - intermediate  
 ` Outstanding light-gathering ability
 ` View moon, comets, planets, stars, galaxies 
and nebulae

 ` Super-smooth alt-azimuth movement
 ` Tension control system
 ` 2” focuser with a 1.25” adapter

Collapsible Dobsonians

Classic Tube Dobsonian

THE ULTIMATE LIGHT BUCKETS

RRP

$599.99

SWDOB150

RRP

$849.99

SWDOB150C

RRP

$1,149.99

SWDOB200C

RRP

$1,599.99

SWDOB250C

The easiest way to start your journey 
into astrophotography. Clamp onto your 
telescope eyepiece and position your 
iPhone or Android phone securely over 
the eyepiece. Smartphone not 

included.

Fits phones up 
to 100mm wide.

Smart Phone Adapter
SWA-PHONE

6” Virtuoso GTI Collapsable
MAK127 Virtuoso GTI 5” Virtuoso GTI Collapsable

Specialised Eyepieces

8” Collapsible GOTO

SWDOB200CGT

10” Collapsible GOTO

SWDOB250CGT

RRP

$2,749.99

VIRTUOSO TABLETOP DOBSONIANS 

COLLAPSIBLE GOTO DOBSONIANS 

Wi-FiWi-Fi

Wi-Fi Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

SWDOB150-VGTI
SWDOB130-VGTI
RRP

$749.99

SWDOB127-VGTI
RRP

$1,249.99 RRP

$799.99

2x Barlow / 
Camera Adapter

$84.99 

RRP

Long Eye Relief 
Eyepieces

FROM

$149.99 
RRP

8-24mm Zoom 
Eyepiece

$249.99 

RRP

GOTOSYNSCAN

RRP

$2,499.99

The Sky-Watcher Collapsible Go-To 
Dobsonian combines the great light gathering 
of the dobson telescope with the convenience 
of the computerised system SynScan. The 
patented collapsible system is the ultimate in 
technology and portability.

 ` Collapsible Dobsonian with 
3-points tube locking system

 ` No disassembling or collimation is 
required between uses.

 ` Diffraction-limited parabolic mirror.

FINDFREEDOM

HERITAGE DOBSONIANS BEGINNER TELESCOPES

DOBSONIANS 

AZGTi FULLY AUTOMATIC TELESCOPES

LAND USE

The Virtuoso range from Sky-Watcher offers automatic telescopes ideal for beginners and those 
who want to get straight to observing.  Aligning the Virtuoso mount takes mere minutes with the 
“Bright Object” alignment mode, and the computerised SynScan system is the ultimate upgrade 
that allows automatic pointing and tracking of more than 42,000 object in the sky! 

skywatcheraustralia.com.au Australia

Ideal for 
Beginners

Ideal for 
Beginners


